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ABSTRACT
This study investigates pitch interplay in non-native
(L2) speech. Specifically, experiments were
conducted to examine how native English speakers
perceive and produce Mandarin statements and
unmarked questions. Results from the perceptual
experiment showed English listeners did not resolve
the simultaneous pitch cues from intonation and tone
the same way as native Mandarin speakers. They
had less difficulty identifying intonation when the
pitch movement of intonation and tone was in the
same direction versus when they were not. The
production experiment showed that the intelligibility
of the English speakers’ question intonation was
especially compromised due likely to their narrower
pitch range than that found in native production.
Keywords: intonation, unmarked questions,
Mandarin, L1 influence, second language acquisition
1. INTRODUCTION

Many studies have long recognized the importance
of intonation learning in L2 acquisition [e.g.,
1,2,8,9,10,11,18,19]. These studies have found that
language experience influences L2 intonation at both
the phonetic and phonological levels. An example of
L1 phonetic influence is found in L2 pitch range
[2,3,11], whereas an case of L1 phonological
influence is found in L2 use of rises where native
speakers would use falls, and vice versa [1,9]. As
part of the ongoing efforts toward understanding L2
prosodic development, we conducted experiments to
examine the intonation-tone pitch interplay in
English speakers’ perception and production of
Mandarin sentences. Our study focuses on two types
of Mandarin sentences, statement and question.
Before we present on the experiment, a brief look
at the English and Mandarin intonation is in order.
In English unmarked questions, pitch typically rises
to a high final boundary tone (H%) such that English
listeners are perceptually accustomed to hearing a
rise in question modality and have a preference for
such a combination [14,15,21]. In Mandarin, the
whole body of a question utterance rises higher than
that of a statement [7,16,17, 23,25]. Previous studies
have also revealed a local pitch rise starting at or
near the end of the sentence in Mandarin questions.
The interaction between Mandarin intonation and

tone is believed to be maximal on the sentence-final
syllable [16,17,25]. The data on this well-studied
topic suggest that Mandarin questions cause the
value of sentence-final tone to increase when the
rising intonation movement coincides with the
direction of tone (i.e., a rising tone), while the tonal
value tends to be neutralized when the two
directions are opposing (i.e., a falling tone) [17].
Such pitch interplay raises a question of how
native listeners interpret simultaneous pitch cues; for
instance, whether the sentence-final tone becomes
indistinguishable. One view is that intonation has
little effect on native Mandarin listeners’ tone
perception [4]. However, a recent study [24]
reported that Mandarin participants’ perception was
indeed compromised by the interaction of sentential
intonation and lexical tone. The results of [24] found
that native listeners’ statement (S) identification was
more accurate than their question (Q) identification,
and that many Qs were misidentified as Ss. Further
analysis showed that the sentence-final tone did not
affect S identification but did affect Q identification.
An interesting and more specific finding was that Q
perception was more accurate if the sentence final
tone was T4 (a falling tone), whereas it was less
accurate if it was T2 (a rising tone).
It is not well understood how English listeners
will perform differently from (or in the same way as)
native Mandarin speakers in Mandarin intonation
perception and production. A few studies indicate
that L2 listeners might have different perceptual
strategies from Mandarin listeners [10, 22]. One
specific question to ask is how English speakers are
affected
by
compatible/conflicting
pitch
environments. In view of the previous findings, our
research aims to answer two questions: 1) How
English speakers tease apart intonation and tone
information? 2) How their production is affected by
compatible/ conflicting pitch interplay?
2. THE EXPERIMENT
2.1 Stimuli

As mentioned earlier, the study focuses on statement
and question. The reason for choosing the two are: a)
these two types of sentences show an interesting
interface between pragmatic and intonational
functions without the interference of syntactical cues,

and they thus provide us with an ideal setting to
examine pitch interplay; b) both Mandarin and
English have the two kinds of modality, allowing us
to directly compare their intonation patterns.
The stimuli used in this study are 64 Mandarin
sentences, comprised of 32 minimal pairs of
statements (S) and unmarked questions (Q). None of
them contain syntactic markers signalling their
sentence modality; that is, all sentences can be
interpreted as either an S or a Q based on intonation
alone. The 64 utterances were divided into eight
groups, each containing eight utterances with the
same number of syllables and the same grammatical
structure. The eight sentences in each group
contained combinations of four lexical tones and two
intonations respectively. The goal was to examine
the interaction between intonation and sentence-final
tones. One female native Mandarin speaker recorded
all the stimuli.
2.2 Participants

Ten L2 Mandarin learners (F=4, M=6) with an
average age of 24.8 years participated in the study.
These participants had been learning Mandarin for at
least one and a half year with an average learning
time of four years; nine of them considered
themselves as above intermediate level in their
overall proficiency in Mandarin. All participants
were native North American English speakers (9
Canadians, 1 American). All participants were born
in English-speaking families and began their
Mandarin learning after puberty. None of them had
experience learning another tonal language.
2.3 Procedures

A pre-task was conducted to assess participants’
proficiency levels in addition to the self-reported
evaluation. Each participant was given four
sentences in Mandarin. The sentences were adopted
from [6] and recorded by the female native speaker
who recorded all perceptual materials. Participants
heard the four sentences, and recordings were made
as they repeated them. Two native Mandarin
speakers listened to the recordings and rated their
accentedness. The average accent score over the ten
participants was 3.3/10, which indicates that the
participants were perceived to be slightly accented.
The primary experiment used E-Prime 2.0 and
consisted of three tasks. Each task used the same 64
sentences in random order and each sentence
appeared once in each task. In Task 1, participants
listened to one sentence at a time and were asked to
choose the sentence intonation (S vs. Q). In Task 2,
participants were asked to identify the sentence-final

tone (T1, T2, T3 or T4) when listening to the
sentences again. Task 3 was a production task that
involved listening to a sentence and producing it
with a different intonation: if the sentence heard was
a statement, participants were asked to produce it as
a question, and vice versa. To reduce memoryrelated effects, all sentences were given on the
screen in Task 3, and they were transcribed in the
Romanized Mandarin alphabet pinyin with tone
added to the tone carrying vowel symbols of all but
the last syllable. Before the primary experiment, a
training session was given to familiarize the
participants with the procedure. The training session
had the same design as was used in the primary
experiment but with fewer and different testing
materials (eight sentences in each training task). The
whole procedure took approximately 30-45 minutes.	
  	
  
	
  
3. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
3.1. Intonation Perception

In Task 1, a total of 640 responses (10 subjects * 64
sentences) were generated and subjected to analysis.
The results showed that the average intonation
identification accuracy was 82.5%, and that
participants were more accurate at identifying
statement (S) intonation (91.25%) than question (Q)
intonation (73.75%). As expected, not all
intonation+tone combinations were equally difficult
to discriminate. The highest accuracy for S was with
T4 (100%), and the highest accuracy for Q was with
T2 (90%). The lowest accuracy for S was with T2
(83.75%) and that for Q was with T1 (66.25%). Note
that S+T4 and Q+T2 are in compatible pitch
environments, while S+T2 and Q+T4 are in
conflicting environment. Figure 1 below summarizes
the results of intonation perception.
	
  
Figure 1: Perception results of intonation

	
  
	
  
The effects of intonation and tone on the
identification of intonation were analyzed using
Two-way Repeated-Measures by subject ANOVAs.
The two independent variables were sentence type

(S vs. Q) and tone (T1, T2, T3, T4). The dependent
variable was average accuracy. Results showed that
the main effect of sentence type was statistically
significant, [F(1, 9)=20.103, p<0.002], with S easier
to identify than Q. The main effect of tone was not
significant [F (3, 27) =1.803, p<0.174].
However, considering that the interaction
between sentence type and sentence-final tone was
significant [F (3, 27)=6.695, p<0.004], the simple
effect of sentence type was tested for each tone
separately. Results showed that the effect of
sentence type was significant for every tone (all
p<0.001)
except
T2
(p<0.337).
Multiple
comparisons with Bonferroni corrections showed
that tone had a significant effect on intonation
identification for both S (p<0.017) and Q (p<0.015).
This was primarily due to T2, which behaved
differently from other tones in both statements and
questions. In S, the only significant difference
among tones was between T2 and T4 (p<0.013). In
Q, the only significant difference was between T2
and T1 (p<0.024) while T2 vs. T4 was marginally
significant (p<0.056). The reason that the main
effect of tone was not significant is likely because
the effect of T2 was opposite in S and Q:
participants performed significantly worse at
identifying intonation in S+T2 and significantly
better at identifying intonation in Q+T2. This is
expected since the pitch direction in S+T2 is
conflicting but compatible in Q+T2.

intended Qs were identified as such while intended
Ss were identified as such 71.5% of the time. A twotailed t-test established that the difference between Q
identification and S identification was statistically
significant (p<0.01), suggesting that participants
performed significantly worse in producing Qs.
A closer inspection reveals that a considerable
amount of inaccuracy lies in the participants’ failure
to produce a distinction between S and Q. This is
especially to see in the data of two male participants
(P5 and P10) who produced less than 20% of
intended questions and yet were rated among the top
3 most fluent speakers by both judges. Their
perceived speech fluency in terms of accentedness
did not give them any advantage in producing the
modality distinction. We measured the F0 values at
four points (starting, valley, peak, and ending) from
a randomly chosen sentence pair (S vs. Q) produced
by P5. The F0 values of the four points were then
compared to those produced by P3 (the most
successful participant in intonation production task,
also male) for the same pair. Figure 2 below shows
that P5 did not produce much pitch variation in the
two different sentence types: the F0 values at four
points almost coincided in S and Q. Also, P5’s pitch
range was significantly smaller than P3’s (50-180
Hz vs. 50-220 Hz).
Figure 2: F0 value comparisons of P3 and P5 in S-Q

3.2. Intonation Production

Two Mandarin-speaking judges were presented with
pairs of sentences (S vs. Q) produced by the
participants, and were explicitly asked to identify
which was the statement (S) and which was the
question (Q). The first two participants’ data were
excluded due to slight revisions to the stimuli after
their participation, which meant that eight
participants’ data were subject to analysis (F=4,
M=4). Each participant produced a set of 64
sentences, yielding a total of 512 tokens (64 tokens *
8 participants). The results indicate that the two
judges did not always agree, but the inter-rater
reliability is fairly high at 79.5% (or 105/512
sentences). Correlation calculations showed that the
two judges’ ratings were strongly correlated [r
(8)=0.951, p <0.001].
Intonation production error was calculated by
counting the intended intonations that were
incorrectly rated at least by one judge. The average
accuracy across the eight participants was 56.25%,
which is quite low considering the participants’ low
accent ratings and their above 80% perceptual
accuracy. The results showed that only 40.6% of

Overall, the same pattern of a) a narrow pitch
range and b) no variation between intonations was
found across participants’ production. Meanwhile,
both P3 and the female native speaker who recorded
all material for perceptual task had more than 30Hz
span in pitch range in producing different
intonations. Assuming pitch range is one of the

factors that lead to the intelligibility issues, we
conducted one-sample t-test to examine whether
there was a difference between participants’ and the
native speaker’s pitch ranges. We found that, aside
from P3, all other participants’ mean F0 differences
between S and Q were significantly different from
the native speaker’s [t (6)=-5.775, p <0.001]. This
difference explains these participants’ failure in
making intonational distinction in production. It also
establishes that native judgment is grounded in
acoustic cues of pitch.
4. DISCUSSION

The perceptual findings in this study support
previous research, which showed differences
between native and non-native processing. First, L2
learners are affected by the conflict between
intonation and tone cues differently from the native
speakers (also see [22]). For instance, English
speakers had particular difficulty processing
sentences in which intonation and sentence-final
tone moved in opposite directions; they were much
more successful at identifying intonation and tone in
a compatible pitch direction. That is, they found
Q+T2 (both rising) and S+T4 (both falling)
sentences the easiest for intonation identification,
while Q+T4 (rising intonation + falling tone) and
S+T2 (falling intonation + rising tone) the most two
difficult. These findings contrast with L1 studies
(e.g., [23, 24]), which showed that native Mandarin
speakers found intonation in Q+T4 the easiest to
identify.
Secondly,
tone
affects
L2
intonation
identification more significantly than L1 intonation
perception. This study revealed that sentence-final
tone affected L2 perception of both S and Q
sentence types (see [24] for a different story that
sentence-final tone only affected Q identification for
Mandarin listeners). That is, English participants are
more subject to pitch interplay impact than
Mandarin listener. This is most likely due to
language experience: only intonation is of
phonological significance in English, resulting in the
pitch interplay more confusing for the English
speakers than for the native group. Additionally, our
perceptual findings also suggest universal
markedness is at work. In this study, Q is found
harder to identify than S. This result is in line with
findings from previous studies on L2 as well as on
L1 perception [22, 24].
An interesting finding related to both universal
preference and language experience is that the
English participants found it difficult to indentify
intonation in Q+T1 (T1: a high level tone): such
combinations were mostly considered as statements.

The study [15] showed English speakers’ preference
for having rising intonation in question modality;
otherwise, they would rate those sentences not polite
and unacceptable. [21] reported that English
speakers could not tell whether a sentence was Q or
S when a falling tone occurred sentence-finally. Our
study further reveals that not only can English
speakers not distinguish sentence types when a final
falling pitch is involved, but they also cannot
determine a question without a clear terminal-rising
pitch. A flat contour, even if it is high in F0, still
cues S rather than Q for English listeners. That is,
they systematically rely on terminal-rising as a
mechanism for Q association.
Participants’ perception difficulty of Q is
reflected in their production as well. The results
indicate that English speakers had more difficulty
producing intelligible questions (40.6%) than
statements (71.5%). This again could be explained
in terms of markedness: question intonation is more
marked than statement intonation. Ultimately, the
difficulty and the markedness hierarchy could have a
physiological explanation. In [12, 13], rising pitch is
associated with raising the larynx (against gravity)
while falling pitch with lowering the larynx.
The observation of a smaller pitch range
exhibited by English speakers in this study is also
consistent with other studies concerning L2
acquisition of English intonation patterns [2,8]. The
explanation could lie in the fact that L2 learners in
general tend to produce a narrower and flatter pitch
range, underutilizing the prosodic means available to
them in the L2 [2,3, 11, 20]. This is indeed the case
in this study: both native judgement and acoustic
analysis showed a smaller pitch range in the nonnative as opposed to the native production of the
sentences. The consequence of this narrower pitch
range is that the intonation patterns in the L2
production are not as recognizable by the judges as
the full-pitch-range native intonation.
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